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ABOUT THE MUSIC
Mission Songs Project is an initiative to research, revive and present early Indigenous contemporary folk songs from 
1900 to 1999, focusing on the Christian missions, state run settlements, native camps and fringes of townships 
where Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were relocated.

Mission Songs Project faithfully explores the musical journey of Indigenous music, as Jessie Lloyd connects the 
traditional with the contemporary and reveals the continuation of cultural practice and oral traditions into the 21st 
century, providing a timeline of cultural adaption and progression that brings us into our modern Aboriginality 
today.

These rare and unique songs explore the corners of Australian history not previously accessed or explored, opening 
up progressive conversations between black and white Australia and celebrating the richness and diversity of our 
shared history.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
Jessie Lloyd 
An award winning musician, composer and music creative entrepreneur,  Jessie is an Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander woman from the tropics of North Queensland. Jessie has experience in the areas of musical direction, 
arts management and sector development; dedicated to the progress of modern Indigenous culture through the 
mediums of music and song.

Emma Donovan 
A Gumbainggir woman from NSW, Emma Donovan is a passionate singer, songwriter and collaborative vocal 
artist whose musical expression is a fusion of roots, reggae and soul. Her melodic style is widely known for her 
distinctive husky voice and her lyrical content speaks of significant stories and personal accounts which she sings 
with confidence and pride. 

Monica Weightman
Heralding from Townsville, QLD, Monica moved to Melbourne 20 years ago to study jazz and pursue a musical 
career. An accomplished singer and guitarist, Monica has experience in teaching, recording and producing. She 
has also dedicated her career to community development and committed her time to supporting others with her 
work in the Victorian women’s prisons and with the Koorie Tiddas Youth Choir.

ARTISTS
Jessie Lloyd, Musical Director / vocals / guitar / ukulele
Emma Donovan, vocals
Monica Weightman, vocals / guitar
Karrina Nolan, vocals 
Dr Lou Bennett, vocals

PROGRAM
My Boomerang
Old Cape Barron
Down in the Kitchen
The Irex
Hopkins River
Outcast Half Caste
Port Fort Hill
Mission Food
Middle Camp
Surrare
Now is the hour
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PRINCIPAL GOVERNMENT PARTNER

Karrina Nolan 
A Yorta Yorta woman from Victoria and a seasoned choir singer, Karrina was with the Brunswick Women’s Choir 
from 2003-2013 and Skin Choir from 2013-2014. Passionate and committed to Indigenous stories and song, Karrina 
has committed much of her time to community development through arts both professionally and voluntarily. 
Karrina has skills and experience in harmonies, vocal parts and sight-reading.

Dr Lou Bennett 
Dr Lou Bennett is a multi-talented Yorta Yorta woman and the co-founder of the internationally successful folk 
group Tiddas. She is a prolific storyteller who often uses humour to narrate Koori experience through song and 
theatre. Her warmth and cheekiness have made her popular with a wide audience. Lou was recently the Artistic 
Director of the internationally acclaimed Black Arm Band.
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